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TISSUES
being clean says a lot about you !

NAPKINS
TISSUE ROLLS
FACIAL TISSUES
BED ROLLS
TISSUE DISPENSERS
SCRUB & WIPING MOP

www.exceltissue.com
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INTRODUCING A COMPANY OVER A DECADE OF REPUTATION
EXCEL is the brand creation of EXCEL CONVERSION PRODUCT. We predominantly supply very sophisticated and reliable
tissue products. As a company, EXCEL CONVERSION PRODUCT are in the market for over a decade as manufacturers
and also as leading marketers of Excel branded tissue products. The company always assure that products are
extremely cost-effective, user, and eco-friendly. The company's goal and also what it believes in serving its esteemed
customers with the highest standard quality products with diversified needs. It is servicing its customers for a decade
both small and big with utmost equal dedication.
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THE MANUFACTURING
UNIT AND THE PRODUCT
RANGE
The EXCEL products
manufacturing unit is located at
Doddaballapur, Bengaluru Rural.
The products are hygienically
manufactured under m o s t d u s t
- f r e e and clean environments.
Our product range includes;
Napkins, Tissue Rolls, Facial
Tissues, Bed Rolls, Scrubs and
Tissue Dispensers.

FACIAL TISSUE
Facial tissue refers to a class of soft absorbent disposable paper that is suitable for use on the face
Facial Tissues are one of the common and widely used tissue papers. It is the best alternative to
ahand-kerchief and napkins. Excel Facial Tissues are manufactured with high- standard materials
toenhance the softness and good absorbency. It is used in most of the sectors include cars, board
rooms, Conference rooms Salons, Beauty Parlours, Hotels & Restaurants, Hospitality Sectors,
Health
& Medical to take special care of the face and Skin. We also can customize for you by printing the
Name on the box as branding boxes with your brand.

APPLICATION
Puffs facial tissues can be used for removing make-up and to have clean, hygienic and radiant
skin. It
is also useful in cleaning up running noses Generally used in Salon, Beauty Parlour and Make-up
Studio. It can be used in day-to-day life to freshen up, wipe out sweat, convenient while travelling
and enjoy the exotic and rejuvenating fragrance.

FACE TISSUE PACKING AVAILABILITY
1.

Face Tissue Box - 2 ply- 100 pulls

72 nos.

2.

Face Tissue Box - 2 ply- 200 pulls

54 nos.

NAPKINS - SNACK NAPKIN | MEAL NAPKIN | DINING NAPKIN
Dining Napkins are usually used at the kitchen table during a meal. They're used for wiping your fingers, palm mouth,
and any spills around your plate. Formally napkins are used in a restaurant setting or caterer hall. It is being used as more
intricate elaborate designs displayed on an empty plate or bundled with cutlery by a napkin ring It is also an unspoken
and generally accepted table rule to unfold the napkin and cover your lap fully during a meal. Be it for use on the kitchen
table restaurant napkin has become omnipresent.

NAPKINS - PACKING AVAILABILITY
1.

Meal Napkin-30 cm x30 cm -1 ply-100 pulls

60 pkt

2.

Meal Napkin-27cm x 30cm- Soft 1 ply -100 pulls

60 pkt

3.

Dining Napkin- 40cm x 40cm- 100 pulls

38 pkt

4.

Dining Napkin- 40cm x 40cm- 50 pulls

72 pkt

5.

Snak Napkin- 22cm x 22cms – 100 pulls soft

100 pkt

6.

Deluxe Napkin- 30cm x 30cm-2ply

50 PULLS
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KITCHEN TISSUE TOWELS
The company is also specialized in manufacturing Kitchen Tissue Towels. The product is offered in bulk to various sectors
of the industry. The Kitchen Tisue Towels are made from synthetic and soft fabric materials and are the perfect substitute
for Kitchen Towels. Excel Kitchen Tissue Towels find great application in the hotel industry, residential kitchen, and
catering business.
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These Kitchen Tissue Towels are made in such a way that they completely remove germs and bacteria from one's hands and
face to keep safe and healthy. This sweat-absorbent tissue product is available in different packs to meet your needs. The
tissue rolls can be easily changed within few seconds and can be used for a long time.

KITCHEN TISSUE TOWELS PACKING AVAILABILITY
1.

Kitchen Towel Single- 2ply 250 gms

72 Nos.

2.

Kitchen Towel Single- 2-in-one

36 Nos.

3.

Kitchen Towel Single 2ply- 1000 gms

18 Nos.

WASHROOM TISSUE-C FOLD | M FOLD | JUMBO ROLL | HAND ROLL TOWEL TISSUE
Tissues made from 100 percent natural virgin paper
Free from optical brightening agent
Quickly absorbs water and gets flushed easily
Soft tissues with smooth feel
Safe and hygienic choice for your family

WASHROOM TISSUE-PACKING-CFOLD/MFOLD JUMBO ROLL
HAND ROLL TISSUE TOWEL-PACKING AVAILABILTY
1.

C Fold Tissue- 1 Ply

20 Pkt.

2.

M Fold Tissue- 1 Ply

20 Pkt.

3.

Jumbo Roll Tissue - 2 Ply

8 Rolls.

4.

Hand Roll Towel Tissue - 1 Ply

6 Rolls.

C FOLD: C-fold towels have tabs that are folded in on each other to form a “C” shape. Multifold, or Z-fold, towels, have an
extra fold, which creates a “Z” shape. These are dispensed one at a time. M FOLD: These Tissue Paper napkins are very soft
and highly absorbent. M Fold tissue papers are used in Toilets and washrooms. Features: It is Hygienic It is Long Lasting It is
Soft. JUMBO ROLL: Use the Jumbo Toilet Roll in busy washrooms and deliver capacity with minimal maintenance. C FOLD &
M FOLD JUMBO ROLL: Tissues made from 100 percent natural virgin paper. Free from optical brightening agent Quickly
absorbs water and gets flushed easily. Soft tissues with a smooth feel safe and hygienic choice for your family.

RESTROOM TISSUE ROLLS
In modern times, the demand for Toilet Tissue Rolls has been
increased due to utility in various industries, hospitals,
hotels, restaurants, malls, offices, schools, and colleges. The
company is evolved in manufacturing tissue papers and rolls
with VIRGIN materials to give you a hygienic, safe, and soft
feeling while drying your hands. We provide various sizes of
toilet tissue rolls like Jumbo Toilet Rolls White Toilet Rolls, etc
which can be easily fitted to Tissue Roll Dispensers
respectively. Our environment-friendly toilet tissue rolls are
soluble with water which means that they are easy to dispose
of and do not cause any blockages.

RESTROOM TISSUE ROLLS PACKING AVAILABILITY
1.

Toilet Rolls- 250 pulls- 2 ply

150 No.

2.

Toilet Rolls 250 pulls - 4-in-one-2ply

25 Pkt.
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3.

Toilet Rolls 450 pulls - 4-in one- 2 ply

25 Pkt.

4.

Toilet Rolls 100 gms -3 ply

100 No.

5.

Toilet Rolls 200 gms -3 ply

100 No.

6.

Toilet Rolls 100 gms - 4-in-one 3 ply

25 Pkt.

7.

Toilet Rolls 200 gms - 4-in-one 3 ply

25 Pkt.

BED ROLLS- HOSPITALS & DIAGNOSTIC CENTRES
BED ROLLSCENTRES

HOSPITALS

&

DIAGNOSTIC

EXCEL BED ROLLS provide hygiene assurance in hospitals
and diagnostic centres where many patients use the same
bed frequently. Typically, tissue bed sheets are used at
casualty, and diagnostic departments in hospitals, blood
banks and independent diagnostic centres. Hospital Bed
Tissue sheets are particularly useful to avoid unhygienic
sweat transfers, odour control and to avoid communication
of infections. EXCEL BED ROLLS are presented in rolls from
which the required length of the sheet can be easily cut.

BED ROLLS
1.

Bed Rolls - 1 Ply - 500 gms

50 No.

2.

Bed Rolls - 1 Ply - 1000 gm

25 No.

TISSUE DISPENSERS
The tissue dispenser allows you to quickly
pull a tissue from the dispenser box and
use it. It makes your process easier and
quicker. You will find that tissue dispenser
box is used for various facilities in
restaurants,
theatres, hotel rooms,
universities, offices and other usages.
Usually, users grab multiple tissues when
the tissues are placed in a pile beside a
wash basin or on a countertop. With a
hand tissue dispenser, users tend to pull
fewer tissues than usual. Soap Dispenser
M Fold Dispenser Mini C Fold Dispenser
and Hand Roll Dispensers.

Soap Dispenser

M Fold Dispenser

Mini C Fold Dispenser

Hand Roll Dispensers

SCRUB PADS AND WIPES

EXCEL CONVERSION PRODUCTS
Factory: 60/10, Behind KIADB Industrial Doddaballapur,
Majarahosahalli, Veerapura Post, Bengaluru- 561203. India
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being clean says a lot about you !

EXCEL SALES SYNDICATE
[Marketing office for Excel Tissue Products and Diversey India]
No. 89, 1st Main, RMV II Stage, Ashwathnagar, Bengaluru-560094
Ph: 080- 23419229 | 41741399 Mobile : 7812963122
E-Mail: exceltissue@gmail.com | www.exceltissue.com

